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0. Key findings

- The amount of locally sourced parts is a **key measure of success** for the UK automotive industry as the majority of the sector’s value-added is created in the upstream supply chain.
- In value terms, the parts sourced by UK car manufacturers from UK first-tier suppliers has increased from **36% in 2011**, to **44% in 2017**.
- In addition to the relative growth in local vehicle content, passenger car production in the UK grew by 38% during that period. This leads to a **compound growth of 60%** by value sourced from UK first-tier suppliers between 2011 and 2017.
- The overall growth in UK parts production (domestic and export volumes) is also reflected in the official ONS turnover and trade statistics.
- There are no valid data points to benchmark the UK’s position against its peers, although anecdotal reports suggest that countries such as Germany and France achieve up to 60% local content. This is likely to be the highest level of local content that is realistically achievable.

1. Purpose

A strong, innovative, and responsive supply chain is central to maintaining the competitiveness of the UK automotive sector. The local content of UK assembled passenger cars was assessed during the first Sourcing Survey in 2011. That report established a baseline for the degree to which UK car manufacturers sourced their parts from UK-based suppliers. This level was found to be 36% by value.

To determine the effectiveness of initiatives to increase local sourcing, a survey of UK car makers was conducted in 2015, finding that this had increased to 41% by value. Since then, more supply chain investments have been made so this report seeks to assess the level of re-shoring now achieved.

Raising the local vehicle content from UK suppliers is a key performance measure for the UK automotive industry. The two key industry-level performance metrics for the UK automotive industry are; 1) the number of vehicles produced in the UK, and 2) the value of parts sourced from UK suppliers to meet the parts demand for these vehicles. The latter is referred to as the ‘local vehicle content’, which is the proportion of value spent by the car maker on parts bought from UK suppliers, as a fraction of the total value of all parts bought.

The low degree of local sourcing by UK vehicle manufacturers was identified as a concern in both the initial NAIĞT report of 2008, and again by the Automotive Council in 2011. It was therefore decided in 2015 that a new survey was needed to assess the development of local content sourced by UK car manufacturers over time. This is the third report in that series.
In collaboration with the Automotive Investment Organisation (AIO), the local content was reassessed and this report updates that 2015 study to measure progress. For consistency with the previous reports a survey of all vehicle manufacturing operations was conducted with a focus on passenger cars. We gratefully acknowledge the support of the purchasing departments of the vehicle manufacturers that have responded to our request. We would also like to thank SMMT for providing detailed UK production data.

For the purpose of this analysis, ‘local vehicle content is the proportion of the materials and parts purchased for vehicle assembly operations that were sourced from UK-based suppliers, measured in terms of value. Non-production related expenditure such as capital investment, plant maintenance and other services is excluded from this analysis.

It should be noted that the methodology used for this report is one of several possible methodologies that could be used to assess local vehicle content. Our metric is designed solely as an indicator of the geographical source of UK car industry purchasing volume. The specific UK content of individual models will vary, and this report cannot be used as a definitive source when considering trade and tariff issues such as WTO rules of origin and/or originating content. It is, however, believed to be a reliable indicator of the degree of progress towards overall re-shoring objectives, and should be viewed in that context alone.

2. Survey findings

The current UK-supplied parts content for UK car assembly operations is 44% by value. This figure is based on a response rate equivalent to 99% of UK passenger car production at the time of the survey in May 2017. This compares with local content of 36% in 2011.

In addition to the relative increase in UK content, the absolute number of cars produced has also increased by 38% between 2011 and 2017, from 1.34 million to 1.76 million units. The UK supply chain is thus benefitting from these two distinct developments (see Figure 1). Taken together, the compound growth in automotive parts sourced locally by UK car manufacturers is calculated to be 60% during the period of 2011 to 2017.

Figure 1: Two factors drive compound growth in the UK automotive parts sector
3. The findings in context

To verify the survey findings, we analysed sector turnover data (‘TOPSI’)\textsuperscript{vii} provided by the Office of National Statistics.\textsuperscript{viii} Considering the output of the UK automotive parts sector (SIC 29.3\textsuperscript{ix}), annual turnover has increased from £9.0 billion at the start of 2011 to £12.7 billion currently\textsuperscript{x} (including both home and export sales) as shown in figure 2. It should be noted that analysis of SIC29.3 data gives only a partial view of the supply chain as some suppliers will be categorised elsewhere, including commodities such as plastics, metal forming and various raw materials. Thus the figures quoted here will understage the true value of purchasing from UK suppliers. However, the figures are all on a consistent basis, giving an indication of the rate of growth, which is positive in cash terms despite continuing cost-down which for most customers will be in the range 2\% to 5\% per annum.

Figure 2: Automotive parts sector turnover. Annualised volumes in SIC 29.3. Source: ONS TOPSI

The overall automotive sector trade situation is also improving. Despite continued strong sales of imported cars, recent growth in output of UK-made cars and parts both for home sales and exports is starting to reduce the trade deficit, which stood at a record £18.2 billion at the start of 2016, but which currently stands at £15.7 billion.\textsuperscript{xi} Figure 3 below shows this in graphical form, with sector exports up 21\% for the 12 months to March 2017 by comparison with the same period last year. Again, this demonstrates the improving health of the UK automotive sector.

Figure 3: UK automotive trade since 2000. Source ONS Trade in Goods
Ideally the UK’s local vehicle content would be reviewed in relation to its peer group. Unfortunately there are no reliable sources available to establish valid benchmarks. While national statistical data does provide data on sector turnover by SIC code, the actual sourcing patterns of local manufacturing firms can only be established through surveys. Despite the fact that many countries demand the disclosure of the degree of local content for tax and duty purposes, to our knowledge comprehensive comparative data of local vehicle content at country level does not exist.\textsuperscript{xii}

However, anecdotal reports from vehicle makers suggests that a 60% degree of local content marks an upper boundary; a higher degree of local content – on aggregate across all vehicles offered by a vehicle manufacturing firm – is seen as unlikely due to the global dispersion of the supplier base, which means that invariably a considerable amount of parts have to be imported. From a UK perspective, given the ownership structure of the tier-1 supply base, 50% local content by value is regarded as a more plausible target for the overall UK car industry.

4. Case Studies

Growing the UK automotive supply chain has been at the heart of the work of the Automotive Council, the Automotive Investment Organisation (AIO) and the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT). A range of activities have been undertaken since the inception of the Automotive Council in 2009.

For example, since 2010 SMMT has organised nine ‘Meet the Buyer’ events, facilitating more than 2,500 one-to-one meetings between potential suppliers and buyers, with some 2,400 active participants. Equally, the Automotive Investment Organisation has had considerable success in encouraging global first-tier suppliers to invest in UK facilities to supply their customers. Amongst £2 billion-worth of investments announced in the past three years, a sample of projects already committed illustrates progress to date. Three recent examples include:

**Magna Cosma International**, a wholly-owned operating unit of Magna International Inc., specialises in providing a comprehensive range of body, chassis and engineering solutions to its OEM customers. In May, 2016 Magna announced that it will build a new world-class aluminium casting facility in the UK. The new facility will be launched in November, 2017 and will create up to 295 jobs at full capacity. The Department for International Trade and the Automotive Investment Organisation, along with financial support from the UK Government’s Regional Growth Fund, helped secure this project. Because of the highly capital-intensive nature of the foundry industry, there had been no significant new investments in the UK’s aluminium foundry capacity for 20 years. Magna’s investment demonstrates that casting production in the UK is economical long term.
Polytec Group is an Austria-based leading developer and manufacturer of high quality plastic parts, a full service provider in the field of injection molding and a specialist in fibre-reinforced plastics supply. In January 2017 Polytec announced that it will build an additional manufacturing site.

The new factory will be constructed over three phases, starting with the new paint plant and assembly hall then progressing to manufacturing facility and finishing with an additional assembly hall. The initial stage will create as many as 100 jobs. Polytec UK is currently based in Bromyard, Herefordshire, but due to several new contracts with a number of major vehicle manufacturers in the UK, the company is no longer able to supply from the existing facility.

ZF TRW has opened an expanded plant at Rainton Bridge, Sunderland, investing in additional production and assembly lines to support new electrically powered motor business. The original plant was established in 1989 to manufacture switch controls and in 1999 started producing electric motors for the automotive industry. It now manufactures motors (power packs), printed circuit boards and components for both hydraulic and electrically powered steering systems.

5. Concluding remarks

Following a period of supply chain ‘hollowing out’ and the realisation that action was needed to reverse this trend, concerted and joint action by industry and HM Government has resulted in significant investment by global suppliers into their UK operations. Plants have been expanded, and new ones built as global corporations have recognised the advantages of investing in UK and the growth in UK car output has made local supply more viable through increased volumes. We see the results in a continued growth in both the relative and absolute value sourced from UK suppliers for UK-assembled vehicles since measurement began in 2011.

Finally, it should again be re-iterated that this study gives an indicative overview of the extent to which efforts to grow first-tier supply within UK have progressed. It does not offer a definitive view on the degree of UK-sourced upstream supply into the first-tier supplier community, nor can it be used in any way to inform the country of origin of any particular product, for the purposes of establishing likely tariffs under WTO rules or any other trade agreement that UK may make with any other nation following departure from European Union.
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The US market marks an exception here, as data on local vehicle content per vehicle model has to be made available under Part 583 of the American Automobile Labeling Act (AALA): [http://www.nhtsa.gov/Laws+%26+Regulations/Part+583+American+Automobile+Labeling+Act+%28AALA%29+Reports](http://www.nhtsa.gov/Laws+%26+Regulations/Part+583+American+Automobile+Labeling+Act+%28AALA%29+Reports)